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PREFACE

The genesis of this book traces back to my life-long yearning to write such a comprehensive
book which I kept on searching throughout my life but couldn’t find out. It is the outcome of my
own experiences which I underwent in the kaleidoscopic processes to learn the English Language.
It was my life-long desire to come out with such a book like ESSENTIAL ENGLISH.

It gives me immense pleasure to feel what you are feeling when this book is in your hands. As
being with Punjabi background, I can well imagine that English Language learning is worse than
a nightmare for the students of North India particularly Punjab, Haryana, Himachal, U.P., M.P.,
Bihar, Rajasthan and J & K.

This book is an outcome of my understanding of the level of frustration prevalent among the
students of North India in the absence of any such good book which could enable them to learn
the English Language in the easiest possible manner. I also know that the students of North India
lag behind in their careers just because of the fact that learning the English Language seem to them
the most herculean task.

Qualifying English Language paper is compulsory in all the competitive exams nowadays be
it: IAS, PCS, HAS, RAS, HCS, CAT, MAT, SAT, CLAT, NDA, CDS, PO, AAO or any other exam.
Inspite of being capable and potential contenders, the students of North India trail behind in their
exams because of their handicap of English Language. Qualifying such compulsory English Language
papers are no less than crossing the Rubicon and cutting the Gordian knot for them.

Every English Language paper mainly consists of two parts: test of vocabulary and basic
understanding of English Language. The vocabulary building cannot be possible with superficial
knowledge of MCQs. It cannot be mastered until and unless one understands, grasps and imbibes
the meaning, usage, synonyms and antonyms of the words and also develop the inquisitive, acquisitive
and intuitive ability to make their contextual applications. This book has been designed with the
same sense and objective.

Understanding of English Language cannot be developed without having the knowledge of
basic elements of grammar and composition. The stupendous and meticulous efforts have been
made to incorporate the basic elements in the pithiest and profoundest manner. All the cautions
have been taken to distinguish this book from the other books available in the market which instead
of clarifying the things make readers confused and confounded and leave the readers flummoxed
and flabbergasted.

The simple and sober approach has been adopted to trigger the interest of the readers and
captivate their imagination and impregnate them with the thrill of learning.

A.P. BHARDWAJ (Director)
‘INNOVATION’

SCO 185, F.F. Sec – 37/C, Chandigarh
Mob: 098726-41491, E-mail: apb.innovation@gmail.com
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A
Abandon

Verb: to give up, leave or forsake a thing or
person
He will abandon the plan.
The thieves abandoned the car in a field.
He is abandoning his wife.
She abandoned herself to despair.
Noun: freedom from inhibitions, restraint
They danced in wild abandon.
Abandon – synm
Verb: desert, reject, forsake, drop, renounce
Uncaring people abandon their friends in a
crisis.
Noun: gusto, dash, animation, verve
The real dancers perform with abandon.
Ant: keep, claim, continue, maintain
The true friends continue friendship through
all the trials & tribulations.

Abandoned

Adj: shameless, wild, loose, immoral
The playboy led an abandoned way of life.
Abandoned – synm
Adj: vacant, deserted, unoccupied, neglected
An unoccupied, building typically becomes a
ruin.
Ant: upright, moral, virtuous, chaste
Our chairman is a very upright person.

Abandonment

Noun: discontinuance
The abandonment of the mission was caused
by a defect in the rocket.

Abandonment – synm
cessation, halt, stoppage
Ant: continuation, prolongation, extension
P.U. Chandigarh library extension is over
crowded during exam days.

Abase

Verb: to make humble
Courtiers abase themselves before the emperor.
Abase – synm
Verb: humble, humiliate, belittle, demean,
lower, degrade, disgrace, disparage, debase
I watched my colleagues abasing themselves
before the dean.

Abashed

Verb: to be ashamed or embarrassed
He was abashed when she scolded him.

Abate

Verb: to become less strong
The storm will soon abate.
holding your breath in fear or excitement;
anxiously
We watched with abated breath as the killer in
the movie crept up behind the unsuspecting
heroine.
Abate – synm
subside, die down / away / out, drop off/away,
lessen, diminish, moderate, decline, fade,
dwindle, slacken
Thankfully, the storm had abated.
The recession showed no signs of abating.
Energy efficiency may be the quickest way to
abate emissions of carbon dioxide.

WORDS – MEANING, USAGE,

SYNONYMS, ANTONYMS
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Ant: intensify, increase

Abatement

Noun: subsiding
The storm still rages with no sign of abatement.
Abatement – synm
Noun: lessening, easing, decrease,
diminishing, moderation, decline, fade,
dwindling, wane
Ant: intensification

Abbreviate

to shorten a word title, speech, etc.
We abbreviate mister to Mr.
This is an abbreviated version of that long
article.
An abbreviation of kilogram is ‘kg’.
Abbreviate – synm
Verb: condense, shorten, contract, compress,
reduce
“Mister” is usually abbreviated as “Mr.”
Ant: lengthen, extend, increase, expand,
protract, prolong
Mister is the extended version of Mr.
Abbreviation – synm
Noun: condensation, shortening, abridgment,
compression, reduction
Virtually everyone knows the abbreviation for
“Doctor.”
Ant: expansion, enlargement, extension,
increase
Everyone knows that doctor is the enlarged
version of Dr.

abbreviate, shorten, abridge,
truncate, curtail

● Shorten is the most general term for
reducing the length of duration of
something

● (the reforms had made progress in
shortening hospital waiting lists)

● (we are not allowed to give drugs to
shorten life)

● The most common thing to be abbreviated
is a word or phrase

● (Hybrid Perpetual, abbreviated to H.P.)
● Something that does not last as long as was

planned may be described as abbreviated,

especially if the shortening is forced by
circumstances and is seen as ecessive or
undesirable

● (His abbreviated stay in Princeton)
● and the word can also be used of clothes

created shorter than usual
● (Tight or abbreviated shorts are

unacceptable)
● A text or other work that has been abridged

has been made shorter by cutting out details
while preserving the proportions or basic
character of the original

● (The editor reserves the right to abridge
letters)

● To truncate something is to cut off one end
● (a trunciated pyramid)
● There is usually a sense that the item is

mutilated as a result
● (Tolkein fond that the Old English being

dished up was in a grossly truncated form)
● or that something has been brought to an

end too soon
● (Further discussion was truncated by the

arrival to tea)
● Something that is curtailed is typically

restricted in scope, especially in freedom
of action

● (Ill health probably curtailed his activities)
● (Contemporaries sought to curtail the

influence of the Court)
● but the word is also used for an unplanned

shortening in time
● (Rain forced us to curtail our visit)

Abdicate

to give up a position of authority
Parents cannot abdicate their responsibilities.
to give up a throne
Ashoka decided to abdicate the throne.
The King’s abdication shocked his subjects.
Abdicate – synm
Verb: resign, renounce, relinquish, abandon,
vacate, surrender
The rebels forced their king to abdicate his
throne.
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Abduct

Verb: to take away a person unlawfully,
kidnap
Kidnappers abduct people and hold them to
ransom.
Noun:
The abduction occurred at night.
The abductor of the child was a woman who
had lost her own baby.
Abduct – synm
Verb: kidnap, grab, seize
Terrorists abducted the ambassador.
Ant: free, release, return
The Government released Azhar Masood to get
back the Indians & hijacked plane.

Aberration

Noun: differing from what is normal or
accepted or considered to be right
Drugs are the cause of his recent aberrant
behaviour.
sudden forgetfulness
She burnt the toast in a moment of aberration.
Aberration – Synm
abnormality, irregularity, oddity, anomaly,
deviation

Abhor

Verb: to detest, dislike strongly
We abhor cruelty to animals.
A feeling of abhorrence is engendered by the
idea of nuclear war.
Torture is abhorrent behaviour.
Abhor – synm
Verb: loathe, detest, despise, hate, disdain
Ant: adore, love, admire, prize, cherish,
treasure
We should admire humility of a person.
Abhorrence – Synm
Noun: loathing, repugnance, aversion,
detestation, disgust, hatred
Most people react with abhorrence to the
thought of increased taxation.
Ant: approval, admiration, acceptance,
endorsement
A good work always attract admiration.
Abhorrent – Synm

Adj: revolting, nauseating, abominable,
detestable, repugnant
Cruelty to children is the worst kind of
abhorrent conduct.
Ant: admirable, commendable, laudable,
praiseworthy

Abject

Adj: wretched; contemptible
They lived in abject poverty.
Ant: humble, deferential
She made an abject apology for forgetting the
dinner date.
Abject – Synm
Adj: wrectched, hopeless, miserable, terrible,
piteous
His abject condition is the result of losing his
job.
servile, cringing, groveling, subservient
The student’s abject apology made little
impression on her teacher.
Ant: dignified, hopeful
He lives a dignified life.

Able

Adj: having the strength, skill, time, etc, to
do something capable
He is able to walk all day without getting tired.
My friend is able to baby sit tonight.
We have an able lawyer on the case.
Noun:
A good speaker has the ability to captivate an
audience.
Adv:
He has performed his duties most ably.
strong and healthy
He is an able–bodied man who is capable of
hard physical work.
an ordinary seaman, especially in the
merchant navy
The title able seaman is sometimes abbreviated
to AB.
Able – synm
Adj: capable, qualified, competent, effective,
proficient
The personnel Director was looking for able
employees.
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Ant:
Adj. inept, unable, incapable, unqualified
Capable people are wanted any where.

Abnormal

Adj: different in a wrong way; unusual
Working on a public holiday is abnormal.
The patient is breathing abnormally.
a deformity
A cleft palate is an abnormality that can often
be repaired by surgery.
Abnormal – synm
Adj: odd, unusual, unnatural, irregular,
extraordinary, uncommon
The boy’s abnormal behaviour was a source
of concern for his parents.
Abnormality – synm
Noun: oddity, exception, irregularity,
peculiarity, aberration
Her only abnormality was putting ketchup on
her ice cream.
Ant:
Adj. normal, common, ordinary, natural,
usual

Abolish

Verb: to do away with or put an end to
something completely
My son thinks we should abolish homework.
The abolition of slavery was a landmark.
Abolish – synm
Verb: eliminate, negate, disallow, end, cancel,
nullify, rescind, revoke.
The Emancipation Proclamation abolished
slavery.
Ant:
Verb: conserve, retain, establish, create,
institute

Abolition

Noun:
Abolition – synm
ending, termination, elimination, eradication,
repeal
The abolition of slavery was long overdue.
Ant: establishment, start, creation

Abominate

Verb: to abhor, detest, dislike intensely
Civilized people abominate acts of violence.
Adj: causing great dislike
Rape is an abominable crime.
Adv:
He behaved abominably.
Noun:
This ugly building is an utter abomination.
Abominable – synm
Adj: awful, horrible, nasty, loathsome,
despicable, deplorable
Slavery was obominable institution.
Ant:  great, wonderful, commendable
The gress successs story of darpan consultancy
is commendable.

Abort

Verb: to cancel or stop before completion
Technical problems forced us to abort the
mission.
Unsuccessful terrorists made an abortive
attempt.
the termination of life of a feotus
Abortion is a contentious social issue.
Abort – synm
Verb: cancel, terminate, abandon, halt, stop,
cease
A computer malfunction forced flight
controllers to abort the shuttle launch.
Ant:
Verb: conclude, complete, finish, achieve

Abound

Verb: to be plentiful
Birds abound in those trees.
The beach abounds with shells.
Abound – synm
Verb: be plentiful, be abundant, be numerous,
thrive, flourish
Ant: be scarce

Abridge

Verb: to shorten by using fewer words
Publishers abridge his novels.
This is an abridged edition.
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An abridgment/abridgement of his book was
very popular.
Abridge – synm
Verb: shorten, curtail, truncate, lessen, trim,
condense, compress, reduce, summarize
The editor reserves the right to abridge letters
to fit the space available.
Ant: lengthen, expand
Abridged – synm
Adj: shortened, concise, condensed, reduced,
curtailed, truncated, trimmed, summarized
An abridged version of his inaugural lecture.
Ant: lengthened, expanded
Abridgement – synm
Noun: summary, abstract, synopsis
An abridgement of a book.
Ant: expansion

Abrupt

Adj: short and impolite, brusque, curt
He gave an abrupt reply.
She stopped abruptly.
Adj: very steep
The slope was so abrupt we nearly fell.
Abrupt – synm
Adj: sudden, immediate, instantaneous,
quick, swift, rapid, unexpected, surprising,
meteoric
The car came to an abrupt halt.
He was grumbling at the abrupt change of
weather.
Ant: gradual, unhurried

Abscond

to go away secretly because of having done
something wrong
The thief is going to abscond with the money.

Absolute

Adj: complete; undoubted
I have absolute trust in her
He behaved like an absolute fool
He is absolutely impossible
free from any restraint or control
An absolute monarch has complete authority.
Absolute – synm

Adj: complete, conclusive, perfect, whole,
total, full, unqualified, unlimited
Ant: restricted, partial, limited, incomplete,
conditional
Absolutely – synm
Adj: definitely, doubtlessly, completely,
entirely, wholly, thorough
I am absolutely certain.
Honey will definitely top IAS this year.
Ant: possibly, probably, somewhat

Absolve

Verb: a formal word meaning to declare free
from guilt
They should absolve her from all blame.
a formal declaration by a priest that a person’s
sins have been forgiven
He was granted absolution from his sin.
Absolve – synm
Verb: exonerate, excuse, free, acquit, pardon,
clear
He thought he could absolve his guilt by
sending her flowers.
Ant: charge, condemn
The criminal was charged misoffence of theft.

Abstain

Verb: to refrain from doing something,
especially from taking alcoholic drinks, or
from smoking
I prefer to abstain from smoking and drinking.
She abstained from smoking.
At the last election we have two votes against
the proposal, seven in favour, and one
abstention.
A teetotaler practices abstinence from alcohol.
Abstain – synm
Verb: avoid, forgo, refrain, spurn, resist
Many people abstain from drinking hard
liquors.
Ant: indulge, revel, overdo

abrupt, brusque, curt, terse
All these words apply to remarks that are

noticeably short and unadorned, or to the
people who make them. Unlike concise and
succinct, all usually imply criticism, as
shown by the other adjectives with which
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they typically occur; overbearing, arrogant,
impetuous, rude and sharp.

● Brusque remarks are short in an aggressive,
dismissive, or off–putting way; the brusque
person is trying to get a conversation over
and move quickly on to something else.

● (He sounded nicer now he had dropped
his brusque, cold manner)

● A curt statement or gesture is exessively
businesslike and efficient, having had
everything but the absolutely necessary
minimum removed

● (He led the way with a curt ‘Follow me!’)
● The absence of any extra polite or friendly

remarks may make a curt comment or
person appear rude.

● Suddeness and unexpectedness are central
to the meaning of abrupt, which is from a
Latin word meaning ‘broken off’. An
conclusion; an abrupt manner appears rude
through the sped with which it deals with
and dismisses people

● (His abrupt question was laced with
impatience)

● (You were rather abrupt with that nice
young man)

● A terse statement or expression has had any
dispensable words removed – a brevity that
is bald at best and verges on the harsh or
unfriendly

● (Luke’s terse reply forbade further talk)

Abstract

Noun: existing only in the mind; not referring
to specific examples
An abstract idea may lead to a concrete plan.
‘Sadness’ is an abstract.
Noun: not depicting things in a realistic way
Abstract art represents the artist’s ideas.
theoretical; abstruse
Your proposals are abstract rather than
practical.
In the abstract, the plan sounds feasible.
A summary here is an abstract of his sermon.
Verb: to take out, separate
We can abstract the gold from the ore.

lost in thought; preoccupied
He was so abstracted that he didn’t see us.
In a moment of abstraction I let the bacon burn.
Abstract – synm
Adj: hypothetical, theoretical, speculative,
conceptual, ideal
Scientists frequently deal with abstract
questions.
Noun: abridgment, condensation, synopsis,
summary, extraction
The conference speaker presented an abstract
of his latest article.
Ant: concrete, specific, practical

Abstruse

Adj: difficult to understand; obscure
The lecture was too abstruse for my pupils.
Absture – synm
obscure, arcane, esoteric, little known,
difficult, hard, puzzling, perplexing,
enigmatic, inscrutable, cryptic
He was unable to follow the abstruse argument
put forward.
Ant: clear, obvious

Absurd

Adj: foolish; unreasonable
It was an absurd plan that could never succeed.
The play was spoilt by the absurdity of its plot.
Absurd – synm
Adj: foolish, ridiculous, preposterous,
laughable, irrational.
Parents frequently think their children’s
behaviour is absurd.
Ant: reasonable, sensible, rational, logical
Absurdity – synm
Noun: foolishness, nonsense, craziness,
silliness, idiocy, ridiculousness
The audience enjoyed the comedian’s
absurdities.
Ant: sense, wisdom, reality
Prof. Sudhir is known for his socratic wisdom.

Abundance

Noun: a plentiful supply, large amount;
fullness; wealth
Your garden has an abundance of colour.
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There was food in abundance at the party.
There has been abundant rainfall.
Adv:
He made his anger abundantly clear.
Abundance – synm
Noun: profusion, sufficiency, ampleness,
excess, surplus
The local library has an abundance of excellent
books.
wealth, riches, prosperity
Who wouldn’t like to live in abundance.
Ant: scarcity, lack deficiency, poverty,
destitution
Abundant – synm
Adj: plentiful, ample, copious, rich, bountiful,
bounteous
Farmers are always hoping for abundant
rainfall.
Ant: scarce, rare, meager, scant, insufficient

Abuse

Verb: to put to bad or wrong use
Do not abuse your position of power by acting
dishonestly.
It is an abuse of his confidence.
to repeat what he said; ill–treatment
The abuse of animals is illegal.
The child abuser received a stiff sentence.
Noun: harsh, insulting language
He shouted abuse at us.
Adj:
He used abusive language.
Abuse – synm
Verb: insult, malign, slander, scold, berate,
reproach
A considerate employer will not verbally abuse
his or her employees.
misuse, exploit, mishandle, misapply
A good leader does not abuse his power.
hurt, harm, injure, mistreat
To abuse an animal is unforgivable.
Noun: misuse, mistreatment, cruelty, injury,
harm, hurt
Child abuse can never be condoned.
insults, scolding, berating, tirade
An old–fashioned tongue–lashing is a kind of
abuse that makes many people angry.

Ant: praise, compliment, respect, honour,
protect, praise
Abusive – synm
Adj: insulting, offensive, offending, rude,
contemptuous
Considerate people try not to use abusive
language.
Ant: respectful, complimentary, courteous,
polite

Abysmal

Adj: very great; extremely bad
He showed abysmal ignorance of the subject.
Abysmal – synm
Adj: unfathomable, immeasurable, deep,
bottomless
They had reached a particularly abysmal
section of the ocean.
bad, awful, terrible, wretched, lousy
The team’s performance on the field was
abysmal.
Ant: shallow, measurable, fathomable,
excellent, good, great

Abyss

Noun: a very deep hole; a vast chasm
The climber slipped into the abyss.
something that seems to be endless or
immeasurably deep
He has been in an abyss of despair since losing
his job.
Abyss – synm
Noun: chasm, pit, emptiness, nothingness,
void
On the brink of an abyss is not a good place to
get sweaty hands.

Accelerate

Verb: to increase speed or happen more
quickly
You must accelerate to overtake another car.
The fertilizer accelerated the tree’s growth.
Cheetahs have remarkable acceleration.
He pressed the accelerator and felt the car surge
forward.
Accelerate – synm
Verb: hasten, hurry, quicken, speed, expedite,
rush
The runner suddenly accelerated as she neared
the finish line.
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